
Chicken or the Egg: Culture Change or System Change?
by Orion Pérez Dumdum

eople often wonder about what

determines the success of a society. Is

it the culture or is it the system? Quite

recently, as the debate on Constitutional

Reform progresses and as more and more people

realize that the current Philippine System – both

economic and political – is dysfunctional and

flawed, one opposing view that keeps coming up

insists that it is not the system that needs

changing, but the culture. While I am an

advocate of Constitutional Reform and System

Shifting, I have also long since proclaimed the

fact that Filipino Culture is deeply dysfunctional, flawed, and needs a major overhaul.

The question is: How do we overhaul Filipino Culture?

* * *

DifferencesDifferencesDifferencesDifferences inininin cultureculturecultureculture

Ever since I was in High School, I have been reading extensively about other countries, observing and finding out

about other cultures, and in those observations as well as the research I’ve continued to do just to satisfy my own

curiosity, I realized one main thing: That some cultures are more predisposed towards success than others.

I was born and grew up in Metro Manila and despite not being of pure

Chinese ethnicity, studied in the Jesuit-run Xavier School (光啓學校) in

San Juan which is known to have a predominantly ethnic Chinese or

mixed-Chinese descent student population where Mandarin was taught as

part of its curriculum. Incidentally, the most recent “immigrant” ancestor

I had was my Lebanese great-grandfather, Elias Jureidini – my father’s

mother’s father who had married into a Mestizo-Criollo Ilonggo family.

On the other hand, all of my other ancestors were either native “Indios”

or culturally Hispanicized and assimilated “Mestizos de Sangley”
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(Chinese-Mestizos – mother’s side) who, despite their unmistakably Chinese facial features, had no identification

whatsoever with Chinese culture.

During the summer before I got into the 6th grade, my family moved to Cebu (as my father is Cebuano) and I

transferred to Xavier’s “Cebu branch” (which also had a predominantly ethnic Chinese or partly-Chinese student

population), a school that used to be known as “Sacred Heart School for Boys” (聖心男校) , which later changed its

name to “Sacred Heart School – Jesuit” when it accepted girls long after I graduated, and just recently, it has now

become known as the “Ateneo de Cebu.”

Due to this close contact with Filipino-Chinese friends and classmates, I observed

a lot of key behavioral differences that showed just how the ethnic Chinese differ

culturally from most fellow Filipinos. These ranged from such things as frugality

and handling money, attitude towards studies, attitude towards achievement, self-

discipline, and many more.

One weekend, I visited a Tsinoy friend and classmate who lived in the Cebu

Downtown area with whom I was working together on a joint class project. His

home was the typical shop-house where they lived upstairs and their store was

downstairs. I was slightly shocked to see him handling the cash-register while his

father dealt with customers. I never imagined that his parents would make him

work during the weekends. But there it was. He was being given direct training at

such a young age on how business worked. If anything, I now saw the secret of

his quick math skills.

This experience of observing Chinese culture first hand was taken many steps

further when I, together with some schoolmates were sent on a Mandarin-

language study tour in Taiwan one summer in order to spend a little over a month

at the St. Ignatius High School (徐匯高級中學) in the Luzhou district (蘆洲區)

of Taipei.

We Filipino students (many of whom were Fil-Chi) were a bit shocked at the rather “repressive” environment and

hard-driving system that was in place for the Taiwanese Junior-Grade High School students who all had to live on

campus. While we visitors had it relatively easy, the Taiwanese students from the first 3 years of High School were

essentially living in a Catholic version of the highly disciplinarian Shaolin Monastery with elements taken from



Military Academies! Instead of Buddhist Shaolin Masters, the “slave-driving” Shifus (師傅) were mostly Taiwanese

Jesuit Priests, Jesuit Brothers and the teachers under them.

(It is said by my close Ilonggo Tsinoy friends that a similar Shaolin-Military style system is in place at the Iloilo

Central Commercial High School, fondly known as “Hua-Shong” – 華商 , the alma mater of such famous people as

singer-businessman José Mari Chan & basketball star & former presidential brother-in-law James Yap.)

At St. Ignatius High School, a sort of reveille would

wake all of them up early in the morning, around 6am,

got them doing early calisthenics, then breakfast, and

then they all had a supervised common study period

before they did their everyday flag ceremony where

they’d have two anthems play. They would first sing the

Kuomintang’s ( 國 民 黨 ) solemn anthem entitled the

“Three Principles of the People” - (三民主義 - San Min

Zhu Yi) and after that, they’d all salute the Kuomintang

banner of the Republic of China while a faster, unsung military march called the “National Flag Anthem” (國旗歌 –

Guo Qi Ge) was played for the actual flag raising. Only after all those morning rituals would they start their classes

for the day at around 8am.

Every afternoon, we all couldn’t help but notice that the Taiwanese students all seemed to have P.E. or military

training (depending on their year level). Then

afterwards, they’d have some free time, dinner, and

then right after dinner, they’d have supervised study

& do-your-homework periods.

We visitors from the Philippines were shocked once

again to see how the Taiwanese students were all

literally forced to study their day’s lessons at their

classrooms (several such classrooms were close to

our dorm rooms) until around 9:45pm, and during

those study periods, there were teachers or proctors

who made sure no one dozed off. Occasionally, we’d

gasp in horror when we’d see some students brought out to the corridors and spanked in the derrière with a ruler by
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the supervising teacher or proctor for the slightest infraction – usually dozing off. We had it easy. We never had to

go through any of that!

We also took note of the fact that the Taiwanese school system had classes 6 days a week (they had Saturday

afternoons off when they’d return to their families to spend the weekends) and they had six full years of high school.

Three years of Junior-Grade High School, and another three years of Senior-Grade High School. After that, they’d

have to do two years of full-time military service before ever stepping into University. Whew!

My Fil-Chi friends and classmates who were with me at the study tour were so thankful they were all born Filipinos

and they’d exclaim in Cebuano almost every single day that they were so lucky their grandparents decided on

choosing the Philippines as an immigrant destination to escape the poverty of Fujian Province in the early 1900’s

instead of staying in China and then getting forced to flee to Taiwan with the KMT when the Communists won.

Indeed, while it was true that the Filipino-Chinese themselves have done extremely well in the Philippines when

compared to the relatively complacent and extremely fun-loving native Pinoys, the Taiwanese, who themselves are

mostly of the same predominantly Hokkien-Fujianese stock as most Filipino-Chinese, were clearly more driven and

hard-driving than the Tsinoys. In fact, in recent years, many Filipino-Chinese have not only gotten so assimilated

and Filipinized (not necessarily a bad thing), so that they’ve been losing their heritage, language ability, and even

the recognition of the traditional cultural values, some of them have even adopted some of the slothful traits of many

“huaná” (番仔), the Hokkien term used to refer to native Filipinos.

Having observed the Taiwanese example first hand, I do not at all wonder why Taiwan’s economy is one of the most

competitive in the world, and why Taiwan has been responsible for coming up with some of the world’s most

successful technology companies such as Acer, Asus, MSI, Trend Micro and many more. That highly disciplined

military boot-camp cum Shaolin-style traditional Chinese educational system they all had to go through in Taiwan

explains why they ended up with a culture that seems hard-wired for success.

Fast forward to 2004 when I went to Harbin, China to

spend a year there, I saw a very similar situation where the

academic competition was extreme especially at the

Number 3 Middle School of Harbin (哈爾濱市第三中

學) where I taught a few classes of English while doing a

sabbatical from working in the IT industry to beef up on

my Mandarin Chinese skills. Every single one of the

students was conscious about how good jobs were scarce

and how they all needed to compete against hundreds of
Harbin'sHarbin'sHarbin'sHarbin's No.No.No.No. 3333MiddleMiddleMiddleMiddle SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool ((((哈尔滨市第三中学))))



millions of other people by the time they got out into the work-force. For them, their only ticket to a good life was to

get a good job, and the only way to get a good job was to qualify for a good university (and if possible, get a

scholarship abroad), and one of the best ways to qualify for a good university was to finish at number 3 Middle

School, which was one of Harbin’s top schools which also figured among one of the top schools in Northern China.

For the longest time, among themselves, the Chinese (whichever side of the Taiwan strait they come from) have had

an extremely strong sense of Meritocracy, causing José Rizal himself to mention what might seem to be a minor

detail about Chinese culture in an excerpt taken from Chapter XIV of Noli Me Tángere, entitled “Tasio, el loco o el

filósofo” (or “Tasio, the madman or the philosopher”) which happens to be extremely relevant to these times. In the

excerpt, Tasio the Philosopher addresses the visiting Doña Teodora Viña (emphasis is mine):

Original:

“Ya sabe usted, Señora, que no soy partidario de la monarquía

hereditaria. PorPorPorPor laslaslaslas gotasgotasgotasgotas dededede sangresangresangresangre chinachinachinachina quequequeque mimimimi madremadremadremadre memememe hahahaha

dado,dado,dado,dado, piensopiensopiensopienso unununun pocopocopocopoco comocomocomocomo loslosloslos chinoschinoschinoschinos: honro al padre por el hijo,

pero no al hijo por el padre. Que cada uno reciba el premio o el

castigo por sus obras, pero no por las de los otros.”

English translation:

“You already know, Madame, that I am not an advocate of

hereditary monarchy. DueDueDueDue totototo thethethethe dropsdropsdropsdrops ofofofof ChineseChineseChineseChinese bloodbloodbloodblood thatthatthatthat mymymymy

mothermothermothermother hashashashas givengivengivengiven me,me,me,me, IIII thinkthinkthinkthink aaaa bitbitbitbit likelikelikelike thethethethe ChineseChineseChineseChinese: I honor the

father because of his son, but not the son because of his father. That

each one receive the reward or punishment for his own deeds, but

not for those of others.”

As everyone can see, even Rizal himself had made it a point to make explicit mention of the meritocratic culture of

the Chinese “Sangley” community who had been distinguishing themselves through hard work as traders and

businessmen, many of whom had intermarried with native Filipina women and produced the hybrid, mixed-heritage,

assimilated “Mestizo de Sangley” caste of Spanish-speaking Filipinos from whence most business-minded, educated,

wealthy, hard-working, knowledgeable, and enlightened Filipinos like Rizal, Mabini, Aguinaldo, and many more

came from.

(The word “Sangley” is derived from the Cantonese dialectal pronunciation of 生理 “Sang-lei”, pronounced

“Seng-li” or “Seng-di” in Hokkien or “Sheng-li” in Mandarin which means “business”)
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Filipinos may ask what makes a culture strong or success-oriented, and I will say with conviction that it is notnotnotnot a

random coincidence that the Chinese are more predisposed towards economic and all other forms of success than

most ordinary Filipinos are.

The Filipino-Chinese are much more predisposed towards economic success than most Filipinos because from a

young age, many of them are brought up to regard hard work and self-discipline, not luck, talent, hereditary

brilliance, or innate ability, as the determinant of success. At an

early age, many of them are introduced into their family

businesses to help out and learn the ropes during the weekends

and summer breaks so that they learn and internalize simple

business concepts, improve their mathematical and accounting

skills while handling the cashbox, learn the intrinsic values of

self-discipline, and recognize that money does not grow on trees.

In their homes, their parents or grandparents hang decorative

Chinese calligraphy scrolls with proverbs or sayings that extol

the virtues of hard work, diligence, perseverance, continuous

learning, and many more. Even the families of Filipino-Chinese

Taipans Henry Sy and John Gokongwei, to name just two

examples, did not spare their children the obligation to earn their

allowance by doing work at their stores, rotating them into

different parts of their businesses, familiarizing each one with inventory maintenance, merchandizing, delivery

management, accounting, etc, with the intention of instilling both a strong work ethic and to train them to turn

business management into their second nature while still at a young age.

Chinese Culture is much more predisposed towards success because the Chinese have set up formidable child-

rearing and positive reinforcement systemssystemssystemssystems that cultivate their young to exhibit the very traits and behavioral

patterns necessary in order to be successful in business or whatever field of endeavor they so choose. Many of them

set up the right role models of whom to emulate, and they continuously, consistently, and constantly repeat proverbs

or sayings that remind themselves of what to strive to become and what to avoid becoming. They set up the

appropriate behavioral rewards and reinforcements as well as punishments and disincentives so that as much as

possible, their children learn the right values and behaviors and avoid the wrong ones.

In short, the “secret” of the Chinese is that they have set up a SystemSystemSystemSystem of how to bring their children up in order to

instill the highly success-oriented aspects of Chinese Culture in them.
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WhatWhatWhatWhat exactlyexactlyexactlyexactly isisisis Culture?Culture?Culture?Culture?

After years and years of observing different cultures, collective behaviors, collective achievements (or lack thereof),

and looking at the systems of up-bringing or cultivation that either gave rise to, further augmented, or dampened the

competitiveness of the different people who possess these traits, I’ve realized that cultures do not randomly emerge.

More importantly, successful cultures do not arise as a result of historical accident. Successful cultures are

cultivated.

In fact, if we were to look at the etymology of the word Culture, we find that its original Latin “Cultura” stems from

the word “Colere” which means “to cultivate.”

Cultures, therefore, emerge partly because they are either unconsciously cultivated by some external force such as

the physical environments or climates in which they were spawned, or they can also be consciously cultivated by the

very people who comprise or lead the groups in which people belong so that a culture’s development may be

cultivated towards a particular direction, either counterbalancing the debilitating tendencies that a particular

environment may cause, or by appropriately responding to the challenges that certain environments may exert.

Culture,Culture,Culture,Culture, justjustjustjust likelikelikelike Talent,Talent,Talent,Talent, mustmustmustmust bebebebe cultivatedcultivatedcultivatedcultivated



When we check the American Heritage Dictionary, we find that Culture is defined as thus:

CultureCultureCultureCulture (kŭl’chər)

noun
1.

a. TheTheTheThe totalitytotalitytotalitytotality ofofofof sociallysociallysociallysocially transmittedtransmittedtransmittedtransmitted behaviorbehaviorbehaviorbehavior patterns,patterns,patterns,patterns, arts,arts,arts,arts, beliefs,beliefs,beliefs,beliefs, institutions,institutions,institutions,institutions, andandandand allallallall
otherotherotherother productsproductsproductsproducts ofofofof humanhumanhumanhuman workworkworkwork andandandand thought.thought.thought.thought.’’’’

b. b. These patterns, traits, and products considered as the expression of a particular period,
class, community, or population: Edwardian culture; Japanese culture; the culture of
poverty.

c. These patterns, traits, and products considered with respect to a particular category,
such as a field, subject, or mode of expression: religious culture in the Middle Ages;
musical culture; oral culture.

d. d. The predominating attitudes and behavior that characterize the functioning of a group
or organization.

2. Intellectual and artistic activity and the works produced by it.
3.

a. Development of the intellect through training or education.
b. Enlightenment resulting from such training or education.

4. A high degree of taste and refinement formed by aesthetic and intellectual training.
5. Special training and development: voice culture for singers and actors.
6. The cultivation of soil; tillage.
7. The breeding of animals or growing of plants, especially to produce improved stock.
8. 8. Biology.

a. The growing of microorganisms, tissue cells, or other living matter in a specially
prepared nutrient medium.

b. Such a growth or colony, as of bacteria.
****

The very first definition clearly defines “Culture” to be a set or SystemSystemSystemSystem of

behavioral patterns, beliefs, values, priorities, traits, etc.

One of the most instrumental researchers in the development of culture, its

ability to be shaped and modified as seen fit, and its relation to behavior, values,

and many of the other trappings of what we all call culture, was the founder

of Operant Conditioning, the late Dr. Burrhus Frederic Skinner.

In Chapter 7 “The Evolution of a Culture” of Beyond Freedom and Dignity, B.F.

Skinner states:

“…those who observe cultures do not see ideas or values. They see how people live, how they raise their

children, how they gather or cultivate food, what kinds of dwellings they live in, what they wear, what

games they play, how they treat each other, how they govern themselves, and so on. These are the customs,

Dr.Dr.Dr.Dr. B.F.B.F.B.F.B.F. SkinnerSkinnerSkinnerSkinner
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the customary behaviors, of a people. To explain them we must turn to the contingencies which generate

them.

Some contingencies are part of the physical environment, but they usually work in combination with social

contingencies, and the latter are naturally emphasized by those who study cultures. The social

contingencies, or the behaviors they generate, are the “ideas” of a culture; the reinforcers that appear in

the contingencies are its “values.”

A person is not only exposed to the contingencies that constitute a culture, he helps to maintain them, and

to the extent that the contingencies induce him to do so the

culture is self-perpetuating…”

Furthermore, he states at the end of Chapter 7:

“The social environment is what is called a culture. It shapes

and maintains the behavior of those who live in it. A given

culture evolves as new practices arise, possibly for irrelevant

reasons, and are selected by their contribution to the strength of

the culture as it “competes” with the physical environment and

with other cultures. A major step is the emergence of practices

which induce members to work for the survival of their culture.

Such practices cannot be traced to personal goods, even when

used for the good of others, since the survival of a culture

beyond the lifetime of the individual cannot serve as a source of

conditioned reinforcers. Other people may survive the person they induce to act for their good, and the

culture whose survival is at issue is often identified with them or their organizations, but evolution of a

culture introduces an additional kind of good or value. A culture which for any reason induces its members

to work for its survival is more likely to survive. It is a matter of the good of the culture, not of the

individual. Explicit design promotes that good by accelerating the evolutionary process, and since a

science and a technology of behavior make for better design, they are important “mutations” in the

evolution of a culture. If there is any purpose or direction in the evolution of a culture, it has to do with

bringing people under the control of more and more of the consequences of their behavior.”



Moving on to the idea of designing or modifying a particular “culture”, in Chapter 8 “The Design of a Culture”

of Beyond Freedom & Dignity, B.F. Skinner goes on to state:

“Many people are engaged in the design and redesign of cultural practices. They make changes in the

things they use and the way they use them. They invent better mousetraps and computers and discover

better ways of raising children, paying wages, collecting taxes, and helping people with problems…”

He goes on to say:

“A programmed sequence of contingencies may be needed. The technology has been most successful where

behavior can be fairly easily specified and where appropriate contingencies can be constructed – for

example, in child care, schools, and the management of retardates and institutionalized psychotics. The

same principles are being applied, however, in the preparation of instructional materials at all educational

levels, in psychotherapy beyond simple management, in rehabilitation, in industrial management, in urban

design, and in many other fields of human behavior. There are many varieties of “behavior modification”

and many different formulations, but they all agree on the essential point: behavior can be changed by

changing the conditions of which it is a function.”



It is extremely important that Filipinos who wish to understand the “culture change versus system change” debate

realize that Culture is by itself a System. Culture is a system of mores, values, behavior, and social consequences

dependent on behavior. It is a system of thought patterns. It is a system of priorities. It is a system of how things are

done.

To change the culture of a particular people, it is necessary to change the underlying system or systems that cause

the culture in question to be the way it is. Doing so when a system deals with human beings requires that the

appropriate rewards (positive reinforcements) versus punishments (aversive consequences) be put in place in order

to induce the desired behavior and avoid the unwanted behavior.



SystemsSystemsSystemsSystems thatthatthatthat determinedeterminedeterminedetermine orororor influenceinfluenceinfluenceinfluence BehaviorBehaviorBehaviorBehavior &&&&CultureCultureCultureCulture

Human behavior and the underlying values, preferences, priorities, and manner of thought – collectively lumped into

that system of social norms shared by a group of people known as “culture” – is often the result of several levels

of system influences. Rather than stating that an individual person’s behavior is necessarily the result of only one

particular system, it is best to recognize how several different systems work together to probabilistically determine

or at least highly influence a person’s behavior and subsequently, the culture to which he belongs.

Here is a listing of all 5 systems and their attributes:

1.1.1.1. NaturalNaturalNaturalNatural EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment &&&&Eco-SystemEco-SystemEco-SystemEco-System
- Affects people collectively
- CannotCannotCannotCannot bebebebe changedchangedchangedchanged
- Is represented by the influences of Climate, Terrain, Geography, Land Altitude, Land Fertility,
Weather, other natural factors peculiar to the location where people live.
- (you may superficially and temporarily “alter” climate by using air-conditioning, or do other
“superficial changes” but it requires effort, energy, and technology)
– (you may migrate to a different territory to get away from the original environment)

2.2.2.2. SocietalSocietalSocietalSocietal SystemSystemSystemSystem
- Affects people collectively
- CanCanCanCan bebebebe changedchangedchangedchanged
- System of Government, System of Laws, System of Law & Policy Enforcement, System of
Education

3.3.3.3. Sub-CommunitySub-CommunitySub-CommunitySub-Community GroupGroupGroupGroup andandandand FamilyFamilyFamilyFamily SystemSystemSystemSystem
- Affects people collectively
- CanCanCanCan bebebebe changedchangedchangedchanged
- Upbringing, Nurture, Family Values, Values of the Small Community

4.4.4.4. PersonalPersonalPersonalPersonal SystemSystemSystemSystem
- Affects people individually
- CanCanCanCan bebebebe changedchangedchangedchanged
- Personal Beliefs, Personal Values, Personal Principles, Personal Decisions

5.5.5.5. HereditaryHereditaryHereditaryHereditary &&&&GeneticGeneticGeneticGenetic SystemSystemSystemSystem
- Affects people individually at the cellular/DNA level
- CannotCannotCannotCannot bebebebe changedchangedchangedchanged withinwithinwithinwithin oneoneoneone’’’’ssss lifetimelifetimelifetimelifetime
- Genetic Inheritance, genetic predisposition, behavioral tendencies / Temperament caused by
genetic influence, innate abilities / talents

*
By understanding how these 5 different systems all influence human behavior, we also can better understand at

which levels the challenges, advantages, disadvantages, and even dysfunctions are to be found as far as behavior and

culture are concerned.



It is in this way that it also becomes much easier to determine how to improve the competitiveness and survivability

of a particular individual or group of people with respect to inducing the emergence of desired winning

behaviors and thus to ultimately establish winning cultures on the collective levels of the wider society, the sub-

community group, and the family.

It is also necessary to understand that these different systems are all arranged from macro to micro, in order to more

easily understand why it is possible for there to be “exceptions to the rule.”

For instance, certain societies within a particular environment may develop a particular predisposition to act in a

certain way due to said environment. However, some societies may develop their own societal system that causes

the people within that society (or country) to defy the natural tendencies as induced by the environment and thus

behave differently. This is best seen within the context of how Singapore, despite being in the tropics where

numerous societies within tropical regions are often expected to have national cultures that are usually



uncompetitive & slothful, Singapore shines as an exception to the rule due to the manner in which its societal system

was set up in order to defy the environmental influences of being in the tropics.

Likewise, within a particular society having a collective culture, some sub-groups or families may defy the

stereotypes because within their own small groups or family-units, collective systems are set up in such a way as to

cause the members of said groups or families to behave differently from the mainstream. This is how the Filipino-

Chinese,Mestizo-Sangleys (often known in modern times as “the Filipino Upper Classes”), and Mestizos-Criollos

(often called “Tisoys”) do not always conform to national stereotypes due to differences in how these groups raise

their children within their family-settings so that they end up exhibiting certain traits and behaviors that are

oftentimes advantageous over the mainstream (such as fiscal consciousness, frugality, etc). This also explains how

Ilocanos are stereotyped to be extremely frugal, despite the general tendency of most mainstream Filipinos to be

spendthrift, even though many Ilocanos have already migrated to other areas and no longer live in the relatively

barren and infertile homeland of Ilocandia which was responsible for shaping their frugal nature.

Likewise, if and when a person is born into a dysfunctional family where there is chaos and disorder and no proper

parental guidance nor family role model to aspire to, this model also explains how it is possible for an individual

person to decide to defy his family’s dysfunctional system and still turn out successful due to extreme willpower and

a strong, well-developed personal system.

More importantly, it should also be recognized that well-developed collective systems (systems at the societal and

small group & family level) can even drive people to succeed despite their lack of genetic endowments. As it is, in

the Confucian-influenced East Asian cultures of the Chinese, Koreans, Japanese, Vietnamese, as well as others

bearing similar influences, one’s genetic predispositions are – within their cultural paradigms – said to count for

little or are often seen as irrelevant, as their paradigm for achieving success rests more with hard work and effort. As

such, genetic endowments are seen merely as a bonus in such cultures. Each and every person is expected to work

his or her hardest to succeed, despite whatever hereditary background they may have, be they the children of street-

cleaners or PhD’s in Physics. For such Confucian cultures, “genius”, which in Mandarin is “Tian Tsai” (天才 ) –

literally Heavenly (天 ) Gift (才 ), is not an excuse to slack off and take it easy, and instead, so much more is

expected of a genius or extraordinarily-gifted person. (This also has echoes in the Protestant Ethic)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sangley


From the perspective of many East Asian

cultures’ paradigms, failure is not the result of

one’s innate deficiencies but is rather a result

of not having worked hard enough. This

paradigm is most observed with the kinds of

ancient classical proverbs that the Chinese

have (which are often hung as decorative

calligraphic scrolls) and are often shared with

other cultures of the Sinosphere, including

Korea, Vietnam, and Japan. Rather than

exalting innate abilities or in-born intelligence,

ancient Chinese proverbs or key words

exaltperseveranceperseveranceperseveranceperseverance ( 持 之 以 恆 ), hardhardhardhard

workworkworkwork (功夫 – “Kung Fu”, which in the West is thought to mean “Martial Arts”), continuouscontinuouscontinuouscontinuous improvementimprovementimprovementimprovement (改善 –

“Gaishan” in Mandarin, “Kaizen” in Japanese),continuouscontinuouscontinuouscontinuous learninglearninglearninglearning (學無正竟), and of course, the all-important

virtue of disciplinedisciplinedisciplinediscipline (訓練).

It must be realized that culture change by itself can never happen unless a corresponding system change is made.

This is simply because of the numerous systems that influence and probabilistically determine human behavior and

ultimately, human culture. Before we can change culture, we need to know what the different systems are and how

they influence behavior:

1.1.1.1. NaturalNaturalNaturalNatural EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment &&&&Eco-SystemEco-SystemEco-SystemEco-System

The Natural Environment and Eco-System in which a group of

people first form their cultural identity has a profound effect on how

such people may behave, think, and see the world.

British Historian Arnold J. Toynbee, in his book “A Study of

History”explained in his Challenge and Response Theory that

human societies are often subjected to various challenges which if

responded to properly, can allow the societies to rise above the

challenge and succeed. Such challenges, at the environmental level
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includes such aspects as climate, terrain, quality of land, and others which may pertain to the abundance or

scarcity of sources of food or food production ability. Difficult environments such as cold climate or

difficult terrain, for instance, pose as challenges to the groups of people living in such environments. Not

responding appropriately to such challenges results in extinction or suffering, while responding to the

challenges properly results in improved chances of survival. A culture that is competitive and easily able to

respond to challenges is termed a “hard culture.” Wherever the environment is easy, chances are very high

that the people living in such an environment tend to become lax and complacent. Such a culture is termed

a “soft culture.”

In “A Study of History”, Toynbee writes:

“Civilizations come to birth in environments that are unusually difficult and not unusually easy.”

In describing the development of Chinese Civilization, Toynbee adds:

“The Sinic Civilization was nurtured in the north of China, where the climate was severe, and

swamps and regular floods made agriculture difficult, and so it became a “hard” society.”

From the Age of Enlightenment came an older, similar idea which

emphasized the role of environment & ecosystem, most particularly

of the aspect of Climate, on how different cultures tend to behave

differently.

Charles de Secondat, le Baron de la Brède et de Montesquieu,

known to the world simply as “MontesquieuMontesquieuMontesquieuMontesquieu” wrote extensively

about the role of the Environment & Eco-System, with an apparent

emphasis on Climate, in determining the behavior and culture of

people. He described colder climates as being more likely to force

people to become more frugal, forward-looking, self-disciplined,

and less emotional.

On the other hand, he described warmer climates as being more lax and tolerant of mistakes, based on the

short term, frivolous/flippant, and emotional.

In one excerpt, Montesquieu writes:
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Original:

“On a donc plus de vigueur dans les climats froids… Cette force plus grande doit produire bien

des effets: par exemple, plus de confiance en soi-même, c’est-à-dire plus de courage; plus de

connaissance de sa supériorité, c’est-à-dire moins de désir de la vengeance; plus d’opinion de sa

sûreté, c’est-à-dire plus de franchise, moins de soupçons, de politique et de ruses.

J’ai vu les opéras d’Angleterre et d’Italie ; ce sont les mêmes pièces et les mêmes acteurs: mais la

même musique produit des effets si différents sur les deux nations, l’une est si calme, et l’autre si

transportée, que cela paroît inconcevable.

Vous trouverez dans les climats du nord des peuples qui ont peu de vices, assez de vertus…

Approchez des pays du midi vous croirez vous éloigner de la morale même: des passions plus

vives multiplieront les crimes ; chacun cherchera à prendre sur les autres tous les avantages qui

peuvent favoriser ces mêmes passions.”

English Translation:

“The people have more vigor in cold climates… This superiority of strength must produce various

effects: for example, a greater self-confidence, that is to say – more courage; a greater sense of

superiority, in other words, less desire for vengeance; a greater sense of security, i.e., more

frankness, less suspicion, politicking, and scheming…

I have seen the operas of England and Italy, they are the same pieces and the same performers:

and yet the same music produces effects so different upon the two nations; one is so calm, and the

other so transported that it seemed inconceivable.

You will find in the climates of the North – people who have few vices, many virtues… If you

approach the South you will believe yourselves entirely removed from the verge of morality: the

deepest passions cause a multitude of crimes; each one will seek to take advantage of all the

others who can promote these same passions.”

The good Baron’s observations regarding the differences that often characterize the Cold versus Warm

dichotomy when looking at the fates of different societies continue to be a recurring theme when



correlations are made between the richer temperate countries versus

the often poorer tropical countries of the world. It is also not

surprising that Montesquieu thus observed that societies from colder

climates can prosper even with democratic or libertarian systems,

while societies from warmer climates need to have strict,

disciplinarian, and somewhat coercive systems in place for such

societies to prosper.

In “Lee Kuan Yew, the Man and his Ideas”, the Elder Statesman –

who also subscribes to Montesquieu’s Climate Theory – mentions

his own observations on the differences between some cultures

based on their climatic environments:

“On my first visit to Germany in 1956, we had to stop in

Frankfurt on our way to London. We had [earlier] stopped in Rome. This languid Italian voice

over the loudspeaker said something … And there were Italian workers trundling trolleys at the

airport. It was so relaxed, the atmosphere and the pace of work. Then the next stop was Frankfurt.

And immediately, the climate was a bit cooler and chillier. And a voice came across the

loudspeaker: “Achtung! Achtung!” The chaps were the same, porters, but bigger-sized and

trundling away. These were people who were defeated and completely destroyed and they were

rebuilding. I could sense the goal, the dynamism.

…I also visited Switzerland when I was a student in ’47, ’48, on holiday. I came down by train

from Paris to Geneva. Paris was black bread, dirty, after the war. I arrived at Geneva that

morning, sleeping overnight. It was marvelous. Clean, beautiful, swept streets, nice buildings,

marvelous white pillowcases and sheets, white bread after dark dirty bread and abundant food

and so on. But hardworking, punctilious, the way they did your bed and cleaned up your rooms. It

told me something about why some people succeed and some people don’t. Switzerland has a

small population. If they didn’t have those qualities, they would have been overrun …”

(Personally, I think that the key difference between Paris and Geneva – both being linguistically

and culturally French-speaking is that Paris is predominantly Catholic (as well as agnostic),

while Geneva is predominantly Calvinist-Protestant, and is therefore heavily-influenced by the

Protestant Ethic.)

HarryHarryHarryHarry LeeLeeLeeLee KuanKuanKuanKuan YewYewYewYew ((((李光耀))))
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Even Lee Kuan Yew wrote that if the system of Singapore were

not based on an extremely competitive meritocracy, then the

tropical climate would make Singaporeans grow soft and

complacent, and in the end, the effects would mean slipping back

into “Third Worldism” and mass poverty.

In a speech to a group of Trade Unionists in Adelaide during a

visit to Australia, Lee Kuan Yew explained:

“The Chinaman who came out to Southeast Asia was a

very hard working, thrifty person. I mean he faced

tremendous strides because he faced floods, pestilence,

famine…, [but] we are getting soft. You know, all

sunshine and bananas growing on trees and coconuts

falling down by themselves – this affects people. To a

certain extent, you can try and counter it… Up to a point we can strive to lessen the burden… This

is a problem all migrants face. You are part of one culture, one civilization and culture. But it is a

different climate.”

We can also see how other challenges posed by the Eco-System can cause people to respond in ways that

make them more predisposed towards certain types of behavior, hopefully those more conducive to success.

The Ilocanos, for instance, are known to be very frugal and hardworking people and quite often, the

somewhat barren or infertile nature of the land in Ilocandia is cited as the reason for this. Incidentally, they

are also some of the most orderly of Filipinos. A visit to the Ilocano countryside or to Ilocano cities such as

Vigan or Laoag reveals an extremely clean and orderly (almost obsessive-compulsive) environment,

eliciting analogies with the Japanese: orderly and always ensuring that their surroundings are very neat.

The Fujianese or “Hokkien” (福建) Chinese are seen to be like the Ilocanos of Southern China (Fujian is

barren and hilly) – extremely frugal and hardworking, especially when compared to the Cantonese whose

culture is said to have flourished in the lush farmlands and plains of Guangdong (廣東) Province.
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The Basques of Spain also have the same rugged and relatively

infertile terrain as the Ilocanos and the Fujianese, and it is for

this reason that they are considered to be the most hardworking

of Spaniards, and among all the immigrants from Spain who

went to Latin America, they quickly became the earlier

landowners and industrialists and dominated agriculture and

early industry. It also comes to no surprise that many of the

surnames of some of the richest families in the Philippines such

as Abóitiz, Araneta, Ayala, Elizalde, Larrazabal, or Ortigas just

to name a few are Basque.

Ultimately, there’s not much we can do about our natural

environment other than migrate to another location with a

different environment. Or we can temporarily change the

temperature and humidity of our enclosed surroundings

through air-conditioning, but that’s just about it. We thus just have to work on what we can change: our

collective social systems and personal systems.

2.2.2.2. SocietalSocietalSocietalSocietal SystemSystemSystemSystem

The same thinker from the Age of Enlightenment who talked about Climate and the Eco-System’s effects

on human behavior, Montesquieu, also mentioned that the manner in which a society is run (its “System of

Governance”) also helps to shape culture. More importantly, Montesquieu did not dismiss the possibility of

people from warmer countries becoming disciplined, frugal, forward-looking, and more logical, because as

long as the societal system (including the system of government) is carefully-designed to constantly

provide the right incentives to promote the desired behaviors to emerge among the people as well as

appropriate disincentives that would prevent the emergence of undesirable ones, then the people from such

warmer countries can learn to exhibit the same or similar “winning culture” that has often been observed

among civilizations from colder climates.

As it turns out, while the Baron de Montesquieu did in fact observe that the Eco-System – climate,

geography, and other aspects of the environment – affect the temperaments and customs of a group of

people, he did not believe in rigid determinism. As such, he did not believe that the effects of the
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environment and the resulting cultural inclinations (especially the dysfunctional ones) could not be resisted

and mitigated.

For him, it was necessary that the laws put in place, the

policies pursued, the manner in which they were

implemented and enforced, and even the form of

government adopted and set up by the people would have to

take careful account of all these different factors. Thus, as an

example, instead of copying the form of government that

was specifically set up for another society having an

extremely different set of cultural and historical

circumstances, Montesquieu advocated taking careful stock

of the cultural and behavioral inclinations as well as the

environmental influences on society in order to

accommodate whatever positive traits proved useful, and

actively and ruthlessly counteracting all the cultural and

behavioral dysfunctions of the people as well as the negative

effects the environment influenced upon the people.

In talking about the need to ruthlessly counteract the effects of the environment on people’s behavior, in his

magnus opus “De l’esprit des lois” (The Spirit of Laws), the Baron of Montesquieu writes that sometimes,

if the country’s environment causes people to be too lazy or unwilling to work, there is no choice but to use

coercion just to get things done:

Original:

“Il y a des pays où la chaleur énerve le corps, et affoiblit si fort le courage, que les hommes ne

sont portés à un devoir pénible que par la crainte du châtiment: l’esclavage y choque donc moins

la raison…

English translation:

“There are some countries where the heat irritates the body, and weakens one’s drive so strongly,

such that men can only be made to perform hard work only by the fear of punishment: slavery thus

becomes less shocking to one’s reason…”
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Lee Kuan Yew himself also saw this and realized that tropical Singapore needed “behavioral modification”

and “social-engineering” systems that were a clever mix of proper incentives and disincentives which

practically bordered on “coercion” in order to motivate people to work hard. As such, despite huge

monetary reserves, Singapore never went on the same type of dole-out distribution spree that characterized

many prosperous Western countries who believed in socialistic welfarism.

Moreover, instead of a Ponzi-scheme social security system, he set up the Central Provident Fund which

operated like a high-interest bank account, where employees would be deducted a particular percentage of

their income each month, to be matched by their employer. Upon reaching retirement age, retirees are not

exactly going to be drawing from an inexhaustible pool of retirement pension payments. They would be

dispensed cash against their own CPF accounts which they

had built up over their years of working. The Central

Provident Fund was also the instrument used to fund the

home-ownership drive of Singapore’s Housing and

Development Board, where instead of coming up with a “free

housing” scheme, Lee Kuan Yew and the People’s Action

Party preferred that people pay for their houses in order to

give them a real sense of achievement and value. (Consistent

with Singapore’s “no dole-out” policy)

On the other hand, the low income-tax rates which were

computed only after CPF contributions were deducted

ensured that Singaporeans would see most of the fruits of

their own labor going to themselves and not to some “black

hole.” This way, earning was not unduly penalized. This

system effectively fostered frugality and gave more motivation for people to earn more. In a tropical

environment of abundance lacking the urgencies of deadlines and seasonal changes in temperate climates, it

made sense to set up a system of rewards and penalties that would encourage people to earn and save more

in order to counteract the tropical tendency to be spendthrift and hedonistic. Moreover, he needed to use

such techniques of reward & punishment and caning & fines (“$ingapore is a fine city”) in order to reform

Singaporeans to become more orderly and hygienic and abandon such previously common but abominable

traits such as spitting just anywhere including indoors as well as urinating inside elevators!
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3.3.3.3. Sub-communitySub-communitySub-communitySub-community GroupGroupGroupGroup andandandand FamilyFamilyFamilyFamily SystemSystemSystemSystem

It is important for people to realize that the reason why the Jewish Diaspora, Overseas Chinese, the

Lebanese diaspora, the Armenian diaspora, the Sindhi diaspora, and many others are hugely successful

ethnicities is not because their cultures emerged as having the right traits of success by chance. Instead, the

real fact is that many of these successful groups ended up with their “Winning Cultures” often as the result

of their sub-community systems and strong and effective systems of family upbringing which molded their

behaviors while they were still young.

Lee Kuan Yew, for instance, wrote that he learned that part of the reason for the dominance of Jews in

many fields of endeavor, such as the sciences, arts, business, etc is that their culture was shaped by how

they were brought up strictly to strive for excellence (especially in numerous intellectual fields) by

disciplinarian parents within their family

setting. In the book “Lee Kuan Yew, the

Man and his Ideas”, Minister Mentor Lee

writes:

“From the 10th to 11th century in

Europe, among the Ashkenazim,

the practice developed of the

rabbi becoming the most desirable

son-in-law because he is usually

the brightest of the flock. …So he

becomes the richest and wealthiest.

He marries young, is successful,

probably bright. He has large

numbers of children and the

brightest of the children will

become the rabbi and so it goes

on.”

To become a rabbi, one had to go through intense study. There was the study of Hebrew, Aramaic (some

texts such as the Targums are in Aramaic, not in Hebrew), and yes, the texts of the Tanakh (Hebrew Bible),

the Talmud, and many more. They had to study Jewish jurisprudence and learn to be superior at logic and

many more. Every single family wanted their sons to become rabbis. Since all their boys needed to study
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certain religious texts for their Bar Mitzvah anyway, everyone was encouraged to at least aim to study to

become a rabbi. And the best among them would indeed become rabbis. Those who did not become rabbis

still benefitted from the intense focus and discipline they underwent in their religious instruction so that as

merchants, bankers, physicians, and other experts, they had the necessary traits to prosper. Even those who

did not study to become rabbis all looked up to rabbis and got their children to aspire accordingly. The

pattern got repeated over and over again.

With the Chinese, just replace the word “Rabbi” with “Mandarin Magistrate.” And replace “study the

Torah, Bible, and other texts” with “study the Analects of Confucius, Sun Tzu’s Art of War, The Three

Kingdoms, and all the other Chinese classics.”

Practically every Chinese family (except those barred such as sons of actors and prostitutes) hoped to have

a son become a Mandarin Magistrate. It was their ticket to the big-time. As much as they could, they

pushed their sons to study hard so that when they were ready, they could take the Imperial Civil Service

exams that would turn them into mandarins. Rich merchants (most often failed Mandarin-wannabes who

became traders) presented their daughters to newly-minted

mandarins (and back then, they also had polygamy) for marriage.

In short, almost everyone wanted to become a mandarin, and even

those who didn’t make it actually benefited in their new trades

from the training, discipline, and intense study they had gone

through.

Lee Kuan Yew figures once again as he also showed how a certain

culture of “eugenics” emerged due to the competitive nature of old

Chinese society:

“…You read Hóng Lóu Mèng (紅樓夢), A Dream of the

Red Chamber, or you read Jīn Píng Méi (金瓶梅 – The

Plum in the Golden Vase), and you’ll find Chinese society

in the 16th, 17th century described. So the successful

merchant or the mandarin, he gets the pick of all the rich men’s daughters and the prettiest village

girls and has probably five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten different wives and concubines and many

children. And the poor labourer who’s dumb and slow, he’s neutered. It’s like the lion or the stag

that’s outside the flock. He has no harems, so he does not pass his genes down. So, in that way, a

smarter population emerges.
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In an interview with Fareed Zakaria, Minister Mentor Lee said:

“If you have a culture that doesn’t place much value in learning and scholarship and thrift and

hard work and deferment of present enjoyment for future gain, the going will be much slower.”

For the case of the Lebanese, and the Lebanese Diaspora (the Lebanese are ultimately the surviving heirs of

the ancient Phoenician-Punic maritime civilization who invented the original alphabet which influenced

the Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Arabic, and Aramaic scripts), many of them are Christians (Latin America is

dominated by Lebanese Christian émigrés – like Carlos Slim Helu of Mexico, listed as Forbes’ richest man

in the world – surpassing Bill Gates and Warren Buffet,

and internationally, there are other famous names like

Carlos Ghosn of Nissan and Renault, former CEO of

Ford Jacques Nasser, author Nassim Nicholas

Taleb) and for a very long time, the culture was similar

to the Jewish one. (In fact, the Syriac-based names of

the months in the Lebanese Christian calendar are not

too different from the Hebrew names of the months in

the Jewish calendar.)

Most Lebanese were traditionally brought up in very

strict family environments by disciplinarian fathers, and

instead of rabbis, the Lebanese Christians had priests

(Maronite Catholic, Orthodox, etc). Because of the

unique ancient eastern traditions of the Lebanese

Christians, even those Christian groups under Roman

Catholic jurisdiction such as the Maronites, Melkite

Greek Catholics, and several other groups, married men

are permitted to become priests. (The only real

restriction is that marriage must happen before Holy Orders. Moreover to become a bishop, one must be

celibate, so those who have plans to move up the ranks must stay celibate, or in the case of the Orthodox,

an ecclesiastically-sanctioned divorce is obtained permit a married priest’s promotion to the episcopacy.)

In short, in the pre-modern days, many Lebanese Christians were brought up in a competitive religious

educational environment not too different from the Jewish rabbinical tradition of scholarship and many of
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them were expected to give prestige to their families by joining the priesthood. If they planned to raise their

own families, they had the option to delay taking up Holy Orders in order to get married before going

through the Sacrament that would turn them into priests. Being a priest was not only well respected, it was

something that almost every male aspired to become or at least emulate because there was no strict

“celibacy trade-off.” Such a tradition of high aspirations and high collective expectations permeated

throughout Lebanese society, resulting in the relatively high success rates of many Lebanese émigrés and

their descendants.

We also see how some groups of people, undergo collective “spiritual conversions” or changes in their

belief systems. Max Weber, in his extremely famous work “Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des

Kapitalismus” (The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism), explained that the belief-systems and

value-systems of many Protestants, particularly Calvinists, were ultimately responsible for their relative

economic success. By simply going through a major paradigm

shift that made them think of work not as a chore or “necessary

evil”, but rather as a “means to praise, honor, and glorify God“,

and that “wealth is not evil, but a sign of God’s grace“,

Calvinists and most other Protestants on the average ended up

more prosperous than Catholics because they did not disdain

work nor wealth.

Such conversion required a constant “reminding” of the value

system that was adopted. Thus, a system of reminders or

“rituals” or “practices” (such as regular worship services)

needed to be put in place so that the individual members of the

group do not forget nor lose sight of the newer paradigm they

have adopted. In that manner, new converts do not regress back

to their pre-conversion state.

This level is referred to as the “Sub-Community Group” and “Family” level because in addition to raising

children within the family setting, there is also the fact that minority groups, often as immigrants, tend to

congregate within a small common group of fellow immigrants from the same ethnic community. In such a

setting, they may reinforce each other and their children to retain whatever good traits their ethnic

background may have. When groups of families regularly congregate around certain cultural or religious

centers that help maintain a specific identity, such as churches, synagogues, mosques, temples, or other
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centers, common collective behaviors and customs and traits emerge which may be reinforced or enhanced

by the religious systems and discipline espoused by their groups.

One peculiar example that stands out in the Philippine setting is that the Philippine classical music scene’s

choral and operatic sector is currently dominated by highly-talented and extremely sought-after Filipino

opera singers and choral conductors who happen to come from mainlinemainlinemainlinemainline ProtestantProtestantProtestantProtestant

backgroundsbackgroundsbackgroundsbackgrounds. (“Mainline” includes UCCP, Baptists, Methodists/IEMELIF, Episcopalians/Anglicans,

Presbyterians, etc.) At the very least, the relatively large number of mainline Protestants who enjoy some

of the most respected reputations within Philippine classical music’s voice category is clearly

disproportionate to their small overall share of the total Philippine population which continues to have an

overwhelmingly Catholic majority.

Case in point: World class and internationally-acclaimed Filipino opera stars like soprano María Rachelle

Gerodías, baritone Andrew Fernando, tenor Lemuel de la Cruz (all three of them also happen to be

products of UST’s Conservatory of Music), internationally-acclaimed Filipino choral maestro, math genius

and music professor Dr. Joel Navarro, and famous counter-tenor, choral conductor, and keyboard

virtuoso Eudenice Palaruan (who used to direct the now-defunct San Miguel Chorale and whose choral

arrangement of the Capiznon folksong “Pasigin” and a few other Filipino songs are extremely popular

among most serious choral groups including choirs

in Singapore,Thailand, and Indonesia) all come

from mainline Protestant backgrounds. Continuing

the list are the celebrated late baritone Gamaliel

Viray, the famous “Dequadin Tenor” Nolyn

Cabahug and his sister soprano Lisa Cabahug,

soprano Ailene Cura, and pianist and choir director

Carminda Regala.

Incidentally, Rachelle Gerodías – who has also

made her name as the soprano “gold standard” in both theSingapore and Malaysia opera scene – confirmed

that the same situation applies to South Korea as most if not all the Korean opera singers she has met also

come from Protestant backgrounds. Rachelle also added that aside from the emphasis on polyphonic choral

music as used for Sunday worship services dating back to the time of the devout Protestant Baroque

composers Johann Sebastian Bach (famous among both Catholics and Protestants for the hymn “Jesus

bleibet meine Freude”) and George Frederic Händel (famous for “Joy to the World” and theMessiah

Oratorio), she also clearly hints at what Max Weber calls the Protestant Ethic when she says:

MaestrosMaestrosMaestrosMaestros JoelJoelJoelJoel NavarroNavarroNavarroNavarro &&&& EudyEudyEudyEudy PalaruanPalaruanPalaruanPalaruan
---- bothbothbothboth conductedconductedconductedconducted thethethethe AteneoAteneoAteneoAteneo CollegeCollegeCollegeCollege GleeGleeGleeGlee ClubClubClubClub
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“…I think what really made a big difference between Catholic and Protestant musicians and

singers is the discipline and the religious or spiritual practice. Most singers in Protestant

churches are encouraged to join the choir and sing every Sunday. If you are gifted with a beautiful

voice, it is recognized as a talent from God that you must use and develop because that is the will

of God.”

Based on the famous diva’s words, it appears that the overall “system” or paradigm of mainline Protestant

spiritual belief and religious practice actively supports the development of highly talented classical singers.

The spiritual belief motivates those with talents in music to

further develop such talents, while the religious practice of

Sunday worship molds many of them towards the direction

of classical singing.

In contrast to the emphasis on classical-style choral singing

that is integral to the Sunday worship services of mainline

Protestant churches in the Philippines, post-Vatican II

Roman Catholicism as practiced in the Philippines had

unfortunately drastically reduced or even practically

eliminated the traditional emphasis on polyphonic classical-

style choral singing or even unison Gregorian chants and

switched to a significantly less elaborate form of musical expression for the newer “Novus Ordo

Missae.” (“New Order of the Mass”)

Hopefully, with a lot of the positive examples provided on how certain minorities – ethnic or religious –

are able to outperform other groups, mainstream Filipino families and groups can pick up a tip or two on

how to make the next generation of Filipinos become much more competitive, achievement-oriented, and

successful.

Ma.Ma.Ma.Ma. RachelleRachelleRachelleRachelle GerodGerodGerodGerodíííías,as,as,as, sopranosopranosopranosoprano divadivadivadiva
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Moving on to how Filipino migrant

communities in other countries fare,

we unfortunately find that among

many small Filipino communities

abroad, Pinoy migrants who hold get-

togethers with fellow Pinoys often

congregate around a television set

that has The Filipino Channel (TFC)

in order to watch Wowowee (back

when it was around) and get their

kids learning to dance to the Ocho-

ocho, Spaghetti Song, and other

sexually-explicit and unfit-for-public-

broadcast crass embarrassments to Filipino identity that very often get criticized by non-Filipinos. Those

immigrant Filipino communities are just small microcosms of what goes on in the teeming squatter

colonies and shanty-towns all throughout the country, where birthday parties of little girls aged 5, 6, 7, or

older are celebrated with the same sexually-explicit songs and dances popularized on the noontime shows.

Worse, from noontime, the go-go dancers have even been migrated to prime time.

With a “system of entertainment” that encourages sexually-explicit dance moves at such a young age and

rewards those who fit the go-go dancer mold with fame & fortune (the rumor circulating is that the go-go

dancers on the various noontime and primetime variety shows earn good money and are given their own

cars), it is not surprising at all that from being known as a nation of domestic helpers, the Philippines has

now overtaken Thailand to be a major source of prostitutes and “hospitality-providers” to Singapore &

Malaysia. Those at the top of the pyramid of the go-go dancing “industry” get accepted into the TV variety

shows and earn big bucks and get free cars. Those who don’t make it capitalize on the “go-go dancing

skills” they picked up while aspiring to get into the TV variety shows by becoming go-go dancers in girlie-

bars or progress into “modeling” (notice the quotes) and “escort services” or outright prostitution.

It would have been preferable if what got retained were the good Filipino values and the ugly &

embarrassing garbage, discarded.

DespiteDespiteDespiteDespite beingbeingbeingbeing abroad,abroad,abroad,abroad, manymanymanymany FilipinoFilipinoFilipinoFilipino éééémigrmigrmigrmigrééééssss werewerewerewere crazycrazycrazycrazy
aboutaboutaboutabout thethethethe garbagegarbagegarbagegarbage shownshownshownshown ononononWowoweeWowoweeWowoweeWowowee
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Personally, while I accept that the CBCP has the right to teach Catholics the official Vatican line, it does

not have the right to impose Catholic-only dogma on the secular government. The issue is that instead of

denouncing the go-go dancing phenomenon promoted on Filipino TV variety shows, the Catholic Bishops’

Conference of the Philippines continues to waste its time on a losing battle by imposing specifically

Catholic-only anti-contraception dogma on the secular government which happens to represent the rights of

non-Catholics (Protestants, Muslims,

and others) who have no opposition

to modern contraceptive methods.

The CBCP clearly needs to refocus

away from attacking the

Responsible Parenthood Bill, and

instead put more effort on actively

denouncing the extremely sexually-

suggestive (and even explicit!)

noontime and primetime variety

show go-go dancer phenomenon,

otherwise, the Philippines will

continue on its downward spiral

towards a totally failed state.

(An American friend and his family in Singapore have a Filipina maid who requested for a subscription to

The Filipino Channel. He told me not long ago that when he came home for lunch one day, he was

horrified to find his little kids watching a bunch of go-go dancers gyrating on a noontime TV show as the

maid was having her daily dose of Wowowee using the common living room TV set! Immediately

afterwards, he had a small TV installed in the tiny maid’s room and got the cable company to deactivate

The Filipino Channel from the living room’s set top box and activated TFC only for the maid’s room. What

a major embarrassment for the Philippines!)

4.4.4.4. PersonalPersonalPersonalPersonal SystemSystemSystemSystem

Some people are more hard-working than others even if they are in a group or family of sloths. Some

people do 180 degree turns in how they manage their lives, despite the people around them. These

behavioral and mindset shifts are often the results of the personal system that a single individual may set up

ComparedComparedComparedCompared totototo thethethethe responsibleresponsibleresponsibleresponsible parenthoodparenthoodparenthoodparenthood billbillbillbill (formerly(formerly(formerly(formerly knownknownknownknown asasasas thethethethe RHRHRHRH
Bill),Bill),Bill),Bill), promotingpromotingpromotingpromoting thethethethe Go-goGo-goGo-goGo-go dancerdancerdancerdancer cultureculturecultureculture onononon PrimePrimePrimePrime TimeTimeTimeTime TVTVTVTV isisisis trulytrulytrulytruly evil.evil.evil.evil.

CBCP,CBCP,CBCP,CBCP, dodododo youryouryouryour job!job!job!job! DenounceDenounceDenounceDenounce this!this!this!this!
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for him/herself. No doubt, such changes at the personal system involve whole lot of self-discipline and self-

control.

Does a person reward himself after he does well on an exam by treating himself to ice-cream? Or does he

treat himself to ice-cream regardless of whether he does well, passes, or fails? Does he deny himself certain

indulgences like playing video games if he hasn’t accomplished his work yet? Or does he play video games

regardless of whether he has accomplished his work or not? Does he reward himself with a brand new

luxury car (or two) if, as CEO of the company he just recently took charge of, was able to turn it around for

the better? Or does he buy it/them anyway, never mind that he hasn’t done anything at all to deserve such a

reward?

One’s personal system is ultimately what determines a

person’s behavior as it is the final arbiter of whether a person

is likely to be open or closed to outside influences that may be

advantageous or disadvantageous. It is the Personal

System that is targeted by authors of self-help and motivational

books that often aim to change the world “one person at a

time.”

The key challenge is usually that while a person may decide

that he wants to improve himself, he may encounter

difficulties if the other collective systems that influence him

are not too cooperative. A drug-addict who wishes to go clean

will find it almost impossible to do if his own family is

dysfunctional and are themselves drug addicts, unless he

leaves his home to escape the dysfunctional family system.

While extremely self-motivated individuals can improve themselves on their own without requiring a

support group to help them out, such people are extremely rare. Most human beings need other human

beings to remind them and point out their faults or achievements. That is also why human beings often need

other people to serve as their teachers and mentors, rather than going purely along the “self-taught” route.

This too, is why support-groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous often work better than having single

individuals try to solve their own alcoholism or addiction problems because people need other people to tell

each other what they refuse to see or remind each other or things they may forget or ignore.



It is for this reason that most of the time, for realrealrealreal profoundprofoundprofoundprofound changechangechangechange to happen in an individual’s personal

system, a change needs to happen in the collective systems that influence people as well. That means that

change is most effective when it is done collectively, hitting not just a single individual’s personal system,

but also the sub-community systems, family systems as well as the entire societal system at the very top.

That’s because it is easier for people to remind each other of what values they must hold themselves to,

what behaviors they must exhibit, as well as praise and reward good behavior or castigate and punish bad

behavior, as it is not always practical for a single person to reward or punish himself.

5.5.5.5. HereditaryHereditaryHereditaryHereditary &&&&GeneticGeneticGeneticGenetic SystemSystemSystemSystem

People’s behavior tends to be influenced by

genetics. Studies on identical twins

separated at birth and raised by different

families has revealed the extreme

similarities in temperament and personality

of such twins so that psychologists have

confirmed that nature does have a profound

influence on a person’s behavioral or personality tendencies.

Unfortunately, there’s not much we can do about our genes. We are what we are born with. All we can do,

however, is to try our best to take advantage of whatever good traits our genes have given us, and work as

hard as we can to fight against our unfortunately genetically-embedded negative tendencies.

Since I would prefer to delve more on the importance of culture and culture-change, making mention of the

genetic level and how the hereditary system influences behavior helps for us to know what our inherent

strengths and weaknesses are in order that we may modify our behaviors to take advantage of such

strengths and avoid or suppress the weaknesses.

* * *



HowHowHowHow thethethethe differentdifferentdifferentdifferent SystemsSystemsSystemsSystems determinedeterminedeterminedetermine CultureCultureCultureCulture &&&& ultimatelyultimatelyultimatelyultimately DestinyDestinyDestinyDestiny

Now that the different systems have been discussed, it is important to note that only three out of the five systems can

easily be altered and modified through human means by way of policy-changes and proper enforcement of said

policies. These are the SocietalSocietalSocietalSocietal SystemSystemSystemSystem, the Sub-CommunitySub-CommunitySub-CommunitySub-Community& FamilyFamilyFamilyFamily SystemSystemSystemSystem, and the PersonalPersonalPersonalPersonal SystemSystemSystemSystem.

Due to the collective nature of both the Societal System and the Sub-community & Family System, they are best

lumped together under the description “Collective System.”

Through this, we can see how the systems work in order to change not just human behavior on the individual or

collective scale, but also how these can become more embedded to become individual Characters or

collective Cultures.

Personal Systems clearly induce specific individuals to behave in a particular way through

the priorities and value-systems that individuals set for themselves. If they adhere to a

particular belief-system or paradigm, they are likely to encourage themselves to behave in

a certain way and avoid other types of behavior.

A person who personally believes that mediocrity is acceptable and that there is no need to

stress himself out by working hard will clearly act it out: he will be mediocre and he will

not work hard. Either he coasts along barely passing, or ends up failing in many of his

endeavors.

Others who, for instance, may personally adhere to Max Weber’s Protestant Ethic that working hard is a means to

“glorify God” and believe strongly that their purpose in life is to “glorify God” have a higher likelihood of working

hard and succeeding. In similar fashion, people who adhere to the Confucian Ethic of hard work and self-discipline

have been observed by eminent socio-political analyst, author, and CNN host Dr. Fareed Zakaria to exhibit the same

success-oriented traits that Max Weber described to be present in the Protestant Ethic.

In addition to setting up a personal philosophy or personal belief-system, more disciplined and self-directed people

are likely to even set up strict consequences of reward and punishment for themselves, denying certain pleasures

unless tasks that they set for themselves are accomplished, and rewarding themselves only when they achieve

success. As they continue to follow their own personal system of pursuing certain behaviors and avoiding others and

continue to reinforce these through a combination of self-reward versus self-denial, they may cause those behaviors

that they continue to do to become habits. With much more repetition, the habits become more ingrained and

Dr.Dr.Dr.Dr. FareedFareedFareedFareed Zakaria,Zakaria,Zakaria,Zakaria, PhDPhDPhDPhD



embedded, becoming part of one’s character. If the character that one develops for himself is one that is more

predisposed towards success, then chances are higher that he would become successful.

Sadly, it is easier to mold human behavior at the personal level when young and when under the appropriate tutelage

of parents. Once grown-up, people oftentimes have habits and personal paradigms that die hard and sometimes, even

if they change their paradigms, their habits are so ingrained and their characters so fixed that changing their own

characters by themselves is next to impossible.

Since it is far easier for human beings to check on others, shaping behavior collectively is actually much easier.

Collective systems, like societal systems such as a political system or a system of governance, or a specific

educational system developed at the state level, or religious systems propagated within particular religious

communities through their church, mosque, synagogue, or temple, as well as systems of family upbringing can mold

behavior at a much more sustainable and much higher level of effectiveness.

Collective Systems, through the effective balance of consequences, tend to induce behavior more easily because

people follow others whom they observe to be “winning” and avoid emulating those whom they observe to be

“losing.” In other words, it is not always necessary for a person to be punished in order to discourage undesired

behavior or rewarded to encourage good behavior, because in collective contexts, this can be done vicariously. One

merely needs to observe that another person whose behavior has been undesirable is promptly punished in order for

one to conclude that such behavior must be avoided. Setting up examples of model behavior and praising them as

well as presenting examples of unwanted behavior and shaming or punishing them thus tends to work more

effectively because of the influence of peer pressure in addition to the actual use of enforcement.

As groups of people continue to behave

desirably through constant reinforcement,

that collective behavior becomes a custom.

As that custom and the underlying value

behind the custom get more embedded in

the group’s collective consciousness, they

become a part of the group’s collective

Culture. And when a group’s collective

Culture causes them to succeed in one or

more areas of endeavor, then the

collective destiny as determined by that

culture is one of Success.



WhatWhatWhatWhat behaviorsbehaviorsbehaviorsbehaviors shouldshouldshouldshould bebebebe emulatedemulatedemulatedemulated vs.vs.vs.vs. avoided?avoided?avoided?avoided?

It is necessary to note that what is

considered “desirable” versus

“undesirable” behavior often varies

across groups.

Filipino Society has been described

by many foreigners and Filipino

academics alike to be extremely

anti-Intellectual, so that people who

tend to be more intellectual than

others either get ostracized or invite

jealousy, rather than praise and

adulation. There may also be some

groups where cheating is tolerated and worse, tolerating or even assisting in cheating is seen as a sign of

camaraderie. In such cases, the peer pressure system works so that the one who does not cheat nor allows others to

cheat is deemed an outcast. (And this is clearly an example where the peer pressure undermines the competitiveness

of the group)

How then do we determine what types of behavior should be considered desirrrrable or undesirable? Montesquieu did

mention that colder countries do tend to produce more frank and honest people. Why is frankness and honesty more

likely to develop in colder areas?

Here’s the answer: The Natural Environment as well as the Climate are tyrannical, unforgiving, and inflexible task

masters. They set definite deadlines which cannot be stretched. A community of people living in the cold temperate

zone have no choice but to be honest with each other regarding task assignments or simple things like food supply

levels. If the leader asks one of the members of the community to handle the supplies of food, any dishonesty on the

part of the member will translate into suffering or death for one or more members of the community. Worst case,

dishonesty results in the death of the entire community, including the dishonest member.

If a community leader assigns a member to start planting crops on a particular day, if that member procrastinates and

doesn’t start planting on the day he’s told to, he can’t fudge and cover it up by saying “yes” when asked “have you

started planting the crops I told you to plant?” He has no choice but to be honest because dishonesty will result in

IfIfIfIf bybybyby winter,winter,winter,winter, youyouyouyou don'tdon'tdon'tdon't havehavehavehave sheltersheltersheltershelter orororor clothing,clothing,clothing,clothing, youyouyouyou die.die.die.die. NoNoNoNo foodfoodfoodfood stored,stored,stored,stored, youyouyouyou die.die.die.die.
NoNoNoNo firewoodfirewoodfirewoodfirewood collected,collected,collected,collected, youyouyouyou die.die.die.die.



the entire community’s suffering. Transparency, honesty, integrity, punctuality, frankness, and self-discipline are

oftentimes naturally-developed in temperate zones because of Winter. If you are late in planting by a day or two and

are at least honest about the lapse, crisis may still be easily averted by immediate corrective action. But doing cover-

ups and making excuses, on the other hand, results in pain, suffering, and perhaps death by the coming Winter. The

cold climate can’t be bargained with. It can’t be reasoned with. It is a ruthless taskmaster.

This largely explains the difference in timeliness and punctuality as well as openness, frankness, and honesty, and

self-discipline that contrasts cultures from colder versus warmer climates.

We should definitely rank countries based on all the competitive indices available, including GDP per

capita, Human Development, lower incidences of corruption, etc and take a good look at the kinds of traits and

behaviors that are exhibited by their

people. The problem with the

Philippines is that as a tropical

country, our climate and general

environment are rather tolerant of

mediocrity. Failure does not

necessarily result in annihilation,

unlike in countries with much

harsher, colder climates. Our climate

and environment unfortunately do

not give us direct feedback on

whether what we do or do not do is

wrong.

However, we can see just how

mediocremediocremediocremediocre thethethethe PhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippines isisisis

wheneverwheneverwheneverwhenever we compare ourselves

against other countries in terms of per-

capita economic output, our level of human development, and even simply at how we are regarded by other people

around the world. The way forward, therefore, is to emulate the winning traits, winning behaviors, and winning

cultural inclinations of the people from the most successful countries in the world. We also need to sift out

whatever behaviors some of them may already be exhibiting due to success, as some First World countries whose

people used to be extremely hard-working and self-disciplined have, due to their societies’ wealth, comfort, and

First World status, have started to become less hard-working and have grown “soft.”

TheTheTheThe PhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippines isisisis atatatat 113th113th113th113th placeplaceplaceplace underunderunderunder thethethetheWorldWorldWorldWorld BankBankBankBank RankingRankingRankingRanking withwithwithwith $1,745$1,745$1,745$1,745
perperperper personpersonpersonperson perperperper yearyearyearyear (2009)(2009)(2009)(2009)
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We especially need to learn from Singapore, which – though tropical just like us – has adopted a Societal System

that seeks to induce Singaporeans and all the people living in Singapore to behave, act, and think competitively and

competently like the people from the most advanced countries in the World which are mostly found in temperate

climates. Since tropical environments do not by default induce people living in such climates to save, Singapore set

up a collective system that would cause people to save: a forced savings scheme (the Central Provident Fund) as

well as many other schemes that would actively reward and encourage it.

Ultimately, the Philippines needs to set up effective Societal Systems, ranging from an appropriate SystemSystemSystemSystem ofofofof

GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment, appropriate laws and policies, appropriate rewards and punishments, an appropriate state-prescribed

Educational System that increases our overall economic competitiveness, as well setting up other appropriate

systems at the societal level that all seek to induce Filipinos to collectively stop behaving like children and force us

to mature and learn to be more responsible. Moreover, these societal systems must be set up to further encourage

sub-communities (like churches, religious groups, etc) and families to further improve their sub-community systems

and family systems to cause Filipinos to get our collective acts together.

Simply telling people to “shape up” will not work. Systems must explicitly be set up in order to actively enforce

behavioral and cultural reform (or overhaul) at the collective level.

Obviously, this effort of reforming the Filipino should start at the highest level if this is going to be a wide-scale

collective effort. That highest level is at the System of Government as it is at this highest societal level from which

everything else emanates: far-reaching policies on education, economic management, finance, commerce,

environmental management, infrastructure, law enforcement, etc are all dependent on the Government.

If the System of Government continues to

allow unqualified and incompetent people to

reach the top and call the shots simply because

the system is set up to favor popularity, name-

recall, winnability, and celebrity status, then

we can all expect that the quality of everything

else will suffer. But if a better system of

government were set up so that only the best,

most analytical, most brilliant, most capable

minds, most competent, most hard-working,

and most action-oriented are able to emerge on

top, then such a system of government would
DoesDoesDoesDoes thethethethe currentcurrentcurrentcurrent systemsystemsystemsystem ofofofof governmentgovernmentgovernmentgovernment allowallowallowallow thethethethe best,best,best,best, brightest,brightest,brightest,brightest, mostmostmostmost

competent,competent,competent,competent, mostmostmostmost dynamic,dynamic,dynamic,dynamic, andandandandmostmostmostmost hard-workinghard-workinghard-workinghard-working totototo endendendend upupupup inininin
MalacaMalacaMalacaMalacaññññangangangang Palace?Palace?Palace?Palace?



also induce the entire populace to behave accordingly: a competent, intelligent, and hardworking leader assigns only

other competent, intelligent, and hardworking people to work in his team. Because of such a system of meritocracy,

people will aspire to be the best, most brilliant, and most capable in order to achieve success.

It is therefore important for everyone to note that the quest to reformreformreformreform andandandand improveimproveimproveimprove FilipinoFilipinoFilipinoFilipino BehaviorBehaviorBehaviorBehavior andandandand CultureCultureCultureCulture

requiresrequiresrequiresrequires reformingreformingreformingreforming thethethethe SystemSystemSystemSystem ofofofof GovernmentGovernmentGovernmentGovernment. To reject efforts and calls to reform the system of government by

stating that culture must first be reformed is to miss the point: Massive cultural reform requires system reform, and

the highest level for implementing this lies in reforming the System of Government.

* * *

SystemSystemSystemSystem ofofofof governmentgovernmentgovernmentgovernment mustmustmustmust bebebebe appropriateappropriateappropriateappropriate totototo thethethethe cultureculturecultureculture &&&&
environmentenvironmentenvironmentenvironment

Lee Kuan Yew commented on how the Philippines was erroneously approaching its developmental problems by

blindly and mindlessly adopting wholesale a concept of governance which Montesquieu himself wrote to be more

suited to cold countries (where the people are more likely to be more self-disciplined and more calm and less

rambunctious) than to warm countries, in his book “From Third World to First”,

he wrote:

“At dinner, Mrs. Aquino seated the chairman of the constitutional

commission, Chief Justice Cecilia Muñoz-Palma, next to me. I asked the

learned lady what lessons her commission had learned from the

experience of the last 40 years since independence in 1946 would guide

her in drafting the constitution. She answered without hesitation, “We will

not have any reservations or limitations on our democracy. We must make

sure that no dictator can ever emerge to subvert the constitution.”

Immediately after, he thought to himself:

“Was there no incompatibility of the American-type separation of powers with the culture and habits of the

Filipino people that had caused problems for the presidents before Marcos?”

That last part was the real clincher: “Was there no incompatibility of the American-type separation of powers with

the culture and habits of the Filipino people that had caused problems for the presidents before Marcos?”

CeciliaCeciliaCeciliaCecilia MuMuMuMuññññoz-Palmaoz-Palmaoz-Palmaoz-Palma
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Quite obvious to Lee Kuan Yew which was totally ignored by the late Pres. Cory Aquino and by Chief Justice

Cecilia Muñoz-Palma was the Montesquieuan Principle that a country needed to adopt a form of government that

took into consideration the strengths and weaknesses of the people’s culture, behavior, inclinations, and tendencies,

so that said system of government could more appropriately operate & hopefully succeed without

encountering funnyfunnyfunnyfunny littlelittlelittlelittle surprisessurprisessurprisessurprises.

One of the main points that most Filipino leaders and ordinary citizens missed (and still continue to miss!) is the fact

that the US Presidential System and its Paradigm of revolving

around “Freedom and Liberty” was originally designed with the

rugged, self-disciplined, self-directed, self-motivated,

independent-minded immigrant (or son of immigrants), and

predominantly Protestant Anglo-Saxon (therefore “Northern

European”) Frontiersman who had rebelled against his former

mother country of Britain clearly in mind. It was a system that had

been designed not for the predominantly Catholic, supposed to be

docile & obedient, Hispanic-influenced indigenous and non-

immigrant Austronesian that is the Filipino. This problem is

analogous to having a short Filipino boy riding a mountain bike

that was custom-built for a huge 6 ft 7 inch tall white American

adult.

(This is a point that journalist and historian Stanley Karnow often repeats in his book “In Our Image:

America’s Empire in the Philippines.”)

Alas, as Filipinos were far too enamored by the formformformform of the American System, little real thinking was put into

analyzing the substancesubstancesubstancesubstance of how to best adopt a system suited to the Philippines. Instead of studying the systems of

other predominantly Catholic countries as the drafters of the Malolos Constitution had done (where they patterned it

after the Constitution of Spain and several other predominantly Catholic countries, thus adopting a Spanish-style

Parliamentary form of Government), the guiding principle for designing the 1987 system of government was for the

Philippine System to “out-do”, “out-democratize”, or “out-Americanize” the United States of America.

(Digression: Incidentally, the structure of the modern-day Italian system closely resembles the proposed form of

government prescribed by the Malolos Constitution. The Head of State of the First Philippine Republic was the

largely ceremonial “Presidente de la República.” In Italy, their ceremonial Head of State is the “Presidente della

FrontiersmanFrontiersmanFrontiersmanFrontiersman DanielDanielDanielDaniel Boone:Boone:Boone:Boone: TheTheTheThe USUSUSUS SystemSystemSystemSystemwaswaswaswas
designeddesigneddesigneddesigned withwithwithwith peoplepeoplepeoplepeople likelikelikelike himhimhimhim inininin mindmindmindmind
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Repubblica.” The more actively-governing prime minister of the Malolos Republic’s title in Spanish was

“Presidente del Consejo de Ministros.” In present-day Italy, the Italian prime minister’s title is “Presidente del

Consiglio dei Ministri.”)

Instead of making use of an Electoral College through which the USA enforces the “republican ideals” of

representative government which the majority of the US Founding Fathers preferred as opposed to Thomas

Jefferson’s deviant ideals of “direct democracy”, the Philippine Presidential System of 1987 became one which

prescribed nationwide voting-at-large for the President, separate from the Vice-President, as well as Senators.

Had Montesquieu been alive today, he would be cursing at Filipinos for the blasphemy which we had decided upon

in 1987, which many Filipinos – including some people who should know better – have continually refused to

correct.

As the good Baron would have predicted, funnyfunnyfunnyfunny littlelittlelittlelittle surprisessurprisessurprisessurprises did occur. Thanks to the stubborn “Democratism”

that Fr. Joaquín Bernas, SJ and majority of his fellow members of the 1986 Constitutional Commission had insisted

upon, the presidential elections of 1992 turned out to be a near-disaster at the Presidential level, as they forgot to

insert a provision requiring a run-

off election which would ideally pit

the top two candidates from the

first round in case the electoral

contest with more than 2

candidates did not yield a majority

winner. The president who

emerged, Pres. Fidel V. Ramos,

won only 23.58% of the entire vote, while his closest opponent, Miriam Defensor-Santiago got 19.72%. There were

a total of 7 major candidates, and the emerging winner had less than 25% of the entire vote. In another country like

France, Mrs. Santiago and Mr. Ramos would have been forced to slug it out in a second round, thereby forcing the

emergence of a president with Majority Mandate, as all the other supporters of the remaining candidates would have

had to choose between the top two.

Why had they not even seen something as simple as this when so many other countries in Latin America or France

that have multi-party Presidential systems featured run-off second rounds? Moreover, why had they not learned

from the USA which had at least fused the selection of President and Vice-President, so that ballots do not feature

separate individual candidacies, and instead force voters to choose a tandem? In other words, in the USA, you

cannot mix and match. You either vote for Obama-Biden or McCain-Palin. You cannot choose Obama-Palin

because US ballots feature tandem-pairs.



On the Vice-Presidential level, it was a real disaster. Competent candidates like the late former Chief Justice

Marcelo Fernan or former Cebu Governor Lito Osmeña were electorally no match for veteran action star and “heart-

throb” Joseph Estrada. Moreover, at the Senatorial level which was a nationwide contest just like the Presidential

and Vice-Presidential races, the top scorer was none other than Eat Bulaga host and slapstick comedy actor Vicente

“Tito” Sotto III. The “funnyfunnyfunnyfunny littlelittlelittlelittle surprisesurprisesurprisesurprisessss” were all too easy to spot.

Fr. Bernas, SJ and the people who designed the 1987 Constitution unfortunately did not take into consideration the

happy-go-lucky, flippant, frivolous, childish, undisciplined, rambunctious, personality-oriented, popularity-centric

and what Montesquieu would have called “warm-climate”

tendencies of Filipinos. They blindly and mindlessly assumed

that if the Philippines adopted the Freedom-and-

Libertyparadigm that was originally designed for the

predominantly Protestant Anglo-Saxon and Northern

European immigrants (from cold countries!) who had rebelled

against Britain, then the Philippines would automatically enjoy

the same prosperity and success that was present in the USA.

By further tweaking it in order to “out-democratize” the USA

and thus “be more American than the Americans”, Bernas and

his companions sealed the fate of the Philippines as a chaotic,

unstable, coup-prone, rambunctious and anarchic failed state.

These people had failed to analyze the fact that the higher level of education and political consciousness of

Americans in looking more at issues and not mere personalities, the superior economic performance of the American

economy – thus enabling Americans to more easily live fulfilling lives, as well as its specific cultural context

allowed the American Presidential System – though obviously containing many flaws – to work adequately for

Americans. In fact, these people simply failed to realize that certain key features of the American system such as the

use of the Electoral College as well as the practice of both main parties (Republicans and Democrats) to practice

strict party discipline through intra-party caucuses and primaries prevented the same problems that are present in the

Philippines from emerging in the USA. Moreover, the leaders who do emerge from the US presidential elections

have a minimum level of qualifications and competence and American voters often choose on the basis of relevant

issues such as platform and programs of government. In the Philippines, on the other hand, presidential elections are

purely popularity and name-recall contests so that the emerging winners are not necessarily the most suitable

candidates for the job of leading the country.

Fr.Fr.Fr.Fr. Bernas,Bernas,Bernas,Bernas, SJSJSJSJ &&&& hishishishis colleaguescolleaguescolleaguescolleagues diddiddiddid notnotnotnot followfollowfollowfollow
Montesquieu'sMontesquieu'sMontesquieu'sMontesquieu's adviceadviceadviceadvice whenwhenwhenwhen designingdesigningdesigningdesigning thethethethe

currentcurrentcurrentcurrent faultyfaultyfaultyfaulty systemsystemsystemsystem



As early as the 1990’s, fearless crusaders like Mrs. Carmen Pedrosa, Dr. Pepe Abueva, and even Butch Abad were

already mentioning that the 1987 Constitution was inherently flawed and its corresponding presidential system of

government prone to gridlock, prone to higher levels of corruption, and much slower to get things done. Still,

blindness, stubbornness, mindlessness, emotionalism, small-mindedness, irrationality, and the refusal to do the

appropriate research and analysis continued to prevent the much needed changes from happening as uninformed

members of media, politicians who did not care to study and analyze issues carefully, as well as many uninformed

members of the public chose to reject what was an honest call for reforms. They misguidedly (and some,

maliciously) kept branding the call for reforms as an underhanded means to cause the incumbent to stay in power.

For the longest time, it was almost as if Fr. Bernas and his colleagues – through their insistence on using an “extra-

democratized” form of the American Presidential System(originally designed for a predominantly Protestant

country with a predominantly Northern European-descended population in a temperate climate) - had been forcing

Filipinos to wear fur coats originally designed for use

during cold Minnesota winters in the sweltering heat and

humidity of the Philippines.

Bernas and company unfortunately took the texttexttexttext of the

American System, but not the full American contextcontextcontextcontext. Talk

about inappropriate.

The only real hope for the Philippines is for Filipinos to

realize that we unfortunately do not belong to the

same contextcontextcontextcontext as the Americans, and to use the “texttexttexttext” and

system of government that was designed for a people with a

different historical context, different cultural inclinations, a very different personality and work ethic, and a different

level of economic and intellectual development is totally disastrous. By adopting a form of government and system

of governance that is much more flexible and appropriate to the Philippine context, Filipinos will find that self-

government need not be too much of a burden.

Should we really continue to use a system that does not work for us? It’s high time we made the change.

WouldWouldWouldWould itititit makemakemakemake sensesensesensesense totototo wearwearwearwear thesethesethesethese inininin thethethethe
hothothothot &&&& humidhumidhumidhumid PhilippinePhilippinePhilippinePhilippine climate?climate?climate?climate?
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ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion &&&&Recommendations:Recommendations:Recommendations:Recommendations:

This rather lengthy “quasi-dissertation” has clearly covered many points and has sought to carefully explain, beyondbeyondbeyondbeyond

reasonablereasonablereasonablereasonable doubtdoubtdoubtdoubt, the causal relationship between system and culture. It is thus important to present a few solid

feasible recommendations to the readers at the various levels of fixable systems involved:

SocietalSocietalSocietalSocietal System:System:System:System:

There is no doubt that Constitutional

Reform must be pursued in order to set

up a more flexible, stable, accountable,

platform-centric, and supremely more

appropriate system that would support a

more meritocratic framework of

allowing the more competent and

deserving members of society to rise to

the top of the leadership hierarchy.

Instead of promoting pure popularity

and winnability, shifting to a

parliamentary system which better promotes platforms, programs, competence, intelligence, and

achievement as opposed to the winnability-focus found in the flawed Philippine presidential system will

send an extremely strong signal to the entire Filipino populace that the country’s priorities have changed

and improved and people will respond accordingly through the appropriate behavior.

It is also necessary that in choosing the model of such system, care is taken to ensure that the model of

governance adopted is one which is more likely to be consistent and cognizant of the cultural context of the

Filipino People. An extremely flawed and distorted version of the American-style Presidential System has

continually been tried and it has clearly failed Filipinos. It is high time to reject it and replace it with

something better and more appropriate to our context.

Moreover, at the societal system, the leadership structure – once such system reform takes place -should

definitely seek to set up a system of education that molds Filipinos to become highly-disciplined, focused,

hardworking, analytical, studious, logical, rational, highly-informed, inquisitive, and intellectually-

precocious. Perhaps a lax and liberal atmosphere patterned after the mainstream liberal American

educational system may not be the best one given that the Philippine tropical environment is notnotnotnot

conduciveconduciveconduciveconducive to molding a highly-competitive citizenry. Numerous European countries (despite being
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temperate and cold) and Asian countries (take a good

look at the Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese, Korean, and

Singaporean educational systems!) have systems that

are highly competitive and disciplinarian, which is then

reflected in their superior international academic

rankings.

At every level and every area in society, the

government should strongly promote merit-based competition. Even “Conditional Cash Transfers” should

not end up like simple dole-outs to beggars and instead should best be implemented with competitive

requirements such as, perhaps, turning the CCT into an incentive scheme for poor families to promote

scholastic excellence among their children: only families who produce honor students among their

children are eligible to receive CCT’s. In fact, an even better scheme might involve giving much higher

CCT allotments to families whose children graduate as class valedictorian, salutatorian, honorable places,

and other special graduation distinctions.

In short, government should use every single opportunity to promote excellence in any given field as

a prerequisite to receiving any “favors” or financialfinancialfinancialfinancial assistanceassistanceassistanceassistance. A society that creates such a system

where ““““theretheretherethere isisisis nononono suchsuchsuchsuch thingthingthingthing asasasas aaaa freefreefreefree lunchlunchlunchlunch”””” can easily find itself almost instantly changing the

priorities and cultural preferences of the people. Through such a major shift in philosophy and practice,

mendicancy will automatically get drastically reduced and everyone will learn to recognize the value of

everything.

Sub-CommunitySub-CommunitySub-CommunitySub-Community &&&& FamilyFamilyFamilyFamily System:System:System:System:

Small communities like church groups, parishes, Islamic Majlis councils, civic groups, community clubs,

village associations, barangay groups, and the like need to organize themselves around actively motivating

their members and the families that comprise them to become successful and competent members of the

wider society.

(I also emphasize greatly that the Catholic Bishops’ Conference should definitely shift its attention away

from their losing stance on the Responsible Parenthood Bill, formerly known as the RH Bill – which

unfortunately erodes the CBCP’s support base and credibility – and instead focus more on denouncing the

go-go dancer phenomenon found in noontime and primetime TV variety shows which invariably promote

prostitution as a “viable occupation.” That is the greater social cancer that afflicts the Philippines.)

AAAA highlyhighlyhighlyhighly competitivecompetitivecompetitivecompetitive educationaleducationaleducationaleducational systemsystemsystemsystem isisisis thethethethe
basisbasisbasisbasis ofofofof aaaa competitivecompetitivecompetitivecompetitive societysocietysocietysociety



Singapore has successfully made use of

this paradigm of organizing the various

ethnic groups’ associations, clan

associations, old-country home-town

groups, religious groups (church, mosque,

temple, gurdwara, etc), small political

constituencies, town halls, and more that

comprise Singapore in order to promote

policies that lead towards the direction of

excellence and real economic and societal

progress. These initiatives range from

simple educational-support, actively giving due public praise and recognition to scholastic, intellectual,

musical, athletic, and other achievements to students who excel, organizing review-groups, as well as

providing tutorial and assistance to those encountering difficulty. Awards are even given at these small-

community levels to parents whose children excel in school, thus giving incentives for parents to ensure

that their children study hard. Moreover, adult members of communities themselves receive recognition for

their own career excellence.

Because of the strong culture of meritocracy and achievement fostered at the wider societal system through

the Government’s active promotion of excellence which permeates down to the Sub-community system via

the small community groups, Singapore’s family systems are likewise geared towards excellence. Parents

from all ethnic and religious communities actively discipline and encourage their own children to study

hard, excel in whatever they do, and cultivate their talents in different fields of endeavor.

Lee Kuan Yew, in an interview with Fareed Zakaria, explained how Singapore co-opted the family unit as

part of its “implementing arm” in bringing Singapore forward:

“We have focused on basics in Singapore. We used the family to push economic growth, factoring

the ambitions of a person and his family into our planning. We have tried, for example, to improve

the lot of children through education.

The government can create a setting in which people can live happily and succeed and express

themselves, but finally it is what people do with their lives that determines economic success or

failure. Again, we were fortunate we had this cultural backdrop, the belief in thrift, hard work,

Singapore'sSingapore'sSingapore'sSingapore's governmentgovernmentgovernmentgovernment reachesreachesreachesreaches outoutoutout totototo thethethetheMalaysMalaysMalaysMalays
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filial piety and loyalty in the extended family, and, most of all, the respect for scholarship and

learning.”

Truth be told, the collective solidarity that exists within the traditional setting of the Filipino family is a

good starting point which connects us with our Asian neighbors as well as our related Mediterranean

(Latin/Hispanic) adoptive siblings and cousins.

Granted, thrift might not be a strong point of some Filipino families – not yet at least, but filial piety,

loyalty in the extended family? These are intrinsic values in Filipino Culture just as much as they are

among the Chinese, Malays, and Indians of Singapore. If enlightened Filipino leaders are able to properly

harness the natural family-orientation of Filipinos in order to bring about much needed reforms in society

the same way Singapore did, there is no reason that the Philippines cannot achieve similar results. (Now

that also requires that the political system allows competent and enlightened Filipino leaders to emerge at

the top in the first place, which is why “system of government” is important!)

Unfortunately, the Filipino Family

System cannot be improved unless

parents are in the Philippines together

with their children. If one or two parents

are forced to work abroad because they

are unable to find decent-paying local job

opportunities, the Family System

weakens and the children suffer. Instead

of sending Filipinos to work in foreign

companies in foreign countries as OFW’s,

causing them to be unable to provide

effective parental guidance to their children, and often indulging them by sending undeserved gifts in order

to make up for their absence, we need to bring the foreign companies to the Philippines to give local jobs to

locally-based Filipinos.

Therefore, part and parcel of the need to improve the Family System is to bring about Constitutional

Reform with the ultimateultimateultimateultimate aimaimaimaim ofofofof creatingcreatingcreatingcreating massivemassivemassivemassive locallocallocallocal employmentemploymentemploymentemployment opportunitiesopportunitiesopportunitiesopportunities by removing the

misguided protectionist provisions which have discouraged foreign investors from creating jobs for

Filipinos.

HowHowHowHow cancancancan wewewewe improveimproveimproveimprove thethethethe FilipinoFilipinoFilipinoFilipino familyfamilyfamilyfamily systemsystemsystemsystem inininin orderorderorderorder totototo developdevelopdevelopdevelop
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PersonalPersonalPersonalPersonal System:System:System:System:

Thanks to the emphasis on excellence and meritocracy at all wider collective spheres, people will have no

choice but to adopt the emphasis on excellence and meritocracy as part of their own personal systems and

philosophies. Under such a group paradigm, sloppiness and laziness will cause them to become the outcasts.

Currently, Filipino society is unfortunately wired in such a way so that people who wish to excel need to

have extremely strong personal systems with “deviant” tendencies or strong personalities who do not care

about what others think of them in order to defy the general tendency of Philippine society towards laxity,

mediocrity, moral turpitude, and anti-intellectualism. The strong crab-mentality and “pakikisama” tendency

causes many Filipinos, especially many Filipino males, to merely seek to fit in with the mediocre crowd

rather than excel and stand-out due to the risk of ostracism. This peer pressure culture of pakikisama in the

Philippine context of the

urban & rural poor may even

be such that young little girls

who are exposed to the

sexually-suggestive music of

Lito Camo and the sexually-

explicit gyrating dance-moves

of the Sexbomb Dancers are

forced to fit in with the rest of

their young peers and join in

the dancing or risk ostracism.

Those young little girls who

know better not to join in

such dancing end up becoming social outcasts among the peers they grow up with within their communities.

This problem of pakikisama and peer pressure towards all the wrong things is unfortunately why many of

Philippine Society’s most competent and most excellent members are often forced to put up façades of

ordinariness just to blend in with the wider crowd. It’s either that, or those who really do excel in certain

fields that are not considered “mainstream” start out as deviants in one way or another, not caring about

how others see them.

As it is, focusing on the personal system as a means to achieve societal change is important. But personal

systems of different individuals often respond to stimuli formed within the collective context of their own

Pakikisama-PeerPakikisama-PeerPakikisama-PeerPakikisama-Peer Pressure:Pressure:Pressure:Pressure: IfIfIfIf thesethesethesethese areareareare thethethethe friendsfriendsfriendsfriends youyouyouyou grewgrewgrewgrew upupupup with,with,with,with, youyouyouyou riskriskriskrisk
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families, communities, and the wider society as determined by those at the top of it. If the collective

systems in the wider context of Philippine society continue to promote mediocrity and incompetence, then

people whose personal systems incline towards achievement and excellence risk social alienation.

HowHowHowHow cancancancan wewewewe createcreatecreatecreate aaaa successfulsuccessfulsuccessfulsuccessful societysocietysocietysociety ifififif beingbeingbeingbeing excellentexcellentexcellentexcellent andandandand successfulsuccessfulsuccessfulsuccessful meansmeansmeansmeans riskingriskingriskingrisking socialsocialsocialsocial alienation?alienation?alienation?alienation?

HowHowHowHow cancancancan wewewewe createcreatecreatecreate anananan intellectually-precociousintellectually-precociousintellectually-precociousintellectually-precocious societysocietysocietysociety ifififif beingbeingbeingbeing intellectually-precociousintellectually-precociousintellectually-precociousintellectually-precocious isisisis seenseenseenseen asasasas weird?weird?weird?weird?

HowHowHowHow cancancancan wewewewe createcreatecreatecreate aaaa meritocraticmeritocraticmeritocraticmeritocratic andandandand hard-workinghard-workinghard-workinghard-working societysocietysocietysociety ifififif ourourourour systemssystemssystemssystems rewardrewardrewardreward popularity,popularity,popularity,popularity, notnotnotnot merit?merit?merit?merit?

It is for this reason that reformingreformingreformingreforming allallallall thethethethe CollectiveCollectiveCollectiveCollective SystemsSystemsSystemsSystemsat the Societal, Sub-Community, and Family level are

extremely important. The rewards or punishments provided at the collective levels, no doubt influence or even

determine the kind of Personal Systems that most individuals maintain.

Ultimately, we must realize that if our aim is to come up with a

society that is competent and excellence-based – one that can get

out of our unfortunate failed state of Third Worldism and

transform ourselves into a prosperous and well-run society, then

we cannot simply hope to change the Philippines one Filipino at a

time. It has been proven that other societies can leapfrog their

mediocrities and states of economic stagnation to changechangechangechange theirtheirtheirtheir

societiessocietiessocietiessocieties collectivelycollectivelycollectivelycollectively through effective top-down reform caused

through the pursuit of correct and appropriate government policies

that permeate downwards to other societal levels, smaller

communities, down to families, and down to the individual

personal level.

Do we really want to improve our culture collectively so that

instead of mediocrity, we all fight for excellence and a better life?

If yes, then that entails changing our collective culture, not just our

individual characters, changing our collective customs, not just our individual habits, and ultimately changing our

behavior, both collective & individual.

Luckily, we now know how all that can be done:

ToToToTo changechangechangechange ourourourour collectivecollectivecollectivecollective culture,culture,culture,culture, wewewewe mustmustmustmust changechangechangechange allallallall ourourourour systems.systems.systems.systems.
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